**Metaphors**

**Fourth Grade Vocabulary Worksheet**

A **metaphor** is a figure of speech that is used to make a comparison between two things that aren't alike but do have something in common.

The sentences below use metaphors. Explain what each metaphor means.

The math test was **a breeze**.

I am sorry. I got **cold feet** and decided not to come to the party.

She's such a **dark horse** - I had no idea she'd published a novel.

We reached **a fork in the road** and had to make a decision.

Kids, **keep your eyes peeled** for your father's arrival.
A metaphor is a figure of speech that is used to make a comparison between two things that aren't alike but do have something in common.

The sentences below use metaphors. Explain what each metaphor means.

The math test was **a breeze**.

The math test was easy.

I am sorry. I got **cold feet** and decided not to come to the party.

Having doubt that's so strong that it prevents a course of action that was planned.

She's such a **dark horse** - I had no idea she'd published a novel.

A candidate who is largely ignored by opponents yet makes significant gains.

We reached **a fork in the road** and had to make a decision.

You've got to decide what direction to take/decision to make from two or more choices.

Kids, **keep your eyes peeled** for your father’s arrival.

Pay attention and watch out for carefully.